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ABSTRACT
We use a combination of system component
analyses and individual experience curves for crystalline
silicon (x-Si) modules, thin-film (TF) modules, and the
balance of system (BOS) components, to compare future
growth scenarios for photovoltaics (PV). The growth rates
of TF and x-Si technologies are varied, while overall PV
growth is held constant at 30%. For each of these
scenarios, we estimate the total investment required for
PV to reach a break-even point with fossil fuel based
generation; and we investigate the intrinsic/lowest
achievable costs from an analysis of potential materials,
processing, and efficiency improvements. Our results
show that a high growth rate (50 to 70% per year) of new
technologies with low intrinsic costs could decrease the
total investment required to reach break-even by up to 70
billion USD, as compared to a scenario where x-Si
continues to dominate the market. Furthermore, the
system component analysis indicates that existing TF
modules can reach the low cost levels assumed in the
experience curve model. These results suggest that the
future growth of photovoltaics (PV) is dependent on which
PV technologies grow most rapidly. New, low intrinsic cost
technologies that are successfully able to enter the market
could dramatically increase the potential for PV to become
a globally significant energy conversion technology within
the next two decades.

presented here differs from previous work [2-4] in that it
tracks separate experience curves for PV technologies
that have fundamentally different physical characteristics.
This experience curve based model is then complemented
by a system components analysis – an engineering
estimate of how improved efficiencies and refinements in
processing steps and production of components at a large
scale will affect costs. Previous system component
analyses have been published[5,6], but these were not
correlated to experience curve projections.
The PV technologies addressed in this study are
the group of thin-film (TF) modules and crystalline silicon
(x-Si) modules (which includes both polycrystalline and
single crystal versions). The x-Si modules account for 92%
of cumulative PV production to date (through 2004).[1]
This study focuses on the TF modules for which reliable
production data is available: amorphous silicon (a-Si),
polycrystalline
cadmium
telluride
(CdTe),
and
polycrystalline copper indium diselenide (CuInSe2 alloys,
or CIS). Of these, a-Si and CdTe are the most mature,
with measurable cumulative sales in the PV marketplace.
(Table 1) In order to justify tracking individual experience
curves for TF and x-Si technologies, we point out that the
TF technologies are different enough from x-Si to have
limited learning spill-over. We also include in our model an
experience curve for the balance of system (BOS)
components, including a support structure, a current
collection system, installation costs, and an inverter.

INTRODUCTION
Since early commercial production in the mid
1970s, average PV module costs have decreased from
~70 USD/Wp to ~3 USD/Wp.[1] However, the cost per
kilowatt-hour (kWh) of PV electricity is in many
circumstances higher by 2-5 times than the cost of fossil
fuel alternatives. PV will need to reach costcompetitiveness in a variety of settings, in order to make
a significant contribution to the global energy mix. This
is likely to require investment in both supply-push and
demand-pull support programs. In this paper we
investigate how technology choice affects the scale of
the investment required to achieve a reduction in PV
costs, and thus how technology choice impacts the
potential for PV growth.
Empirical data can be used to derive an
experience curve which tracks the decrease in unit cost
for a technology associated with an increase in
cumulative production. This can then be used as a basis
for projecting future decreases in costs. The study
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Technology
CdTe

Cumulative
Production 2004
20 MWp

a-Si

310 MWp

x-Si

3482 MWp

All TF

340 MWp

All PV
3820 MWp
Table 1. Cumulative production by technology.[1]

EXPERIENCE CURVE MODEL
Experience curves plot the decrease in unit
cost/price of a technology associated with an increase in
its cumulative production.[7] Empirical data from
numerous industries shows a power law relationship
between the cumulative production and the unit
cost/price.[8] Because data is available at the industry
level for prices rather than costs, experience curves
generally track prices. This is true for our study.
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Based on an experience curve that spans the
last two decades, a doubling of cumulative production of
PV modules corresponds to a price reduction of ~20%,
and a progress ratio of 80%. The progress ratio PR is
defined as:
PR = æç1 - reduction
è

unit cos t with doubling cumulative

production ö÷
ø

(1)
An experience curve can be used to estimate
future cost reductions, based on this progress ratio.
Starting from the initial cumulative production n0, to find
cumulative production at time t, nt, corresponding to a
price at time t of ct one can use the following
expression.

ct = c0 ´ (

nt a
) ,
n0

where PR = 2a

(2)

The price at time of break-even, t=b, is
denoted cb. Using equation 2 and setting ct to cb the
cumulative production at break-even, nb, can be
predicted. The total cost C of reaching the break-even
point is then estimated by taking the integral of the
experience curve from the initial cumulative production
n0, to the cumulative production at break-even nb.
C=

a +1
a +1
c0 æ nb - n0 ö
ç
÷
a
ç
÷
a + 1è
n0
ø

(3)

In order to find a break-even year for PV and
the total investment required to reach that point based
on different grow rates for individual technologies, we
model changes to the TF, x-Si, and BOS markets. We
plot a single experience curve for TF; in effect this
means we model TF as a-Si, because to-date a-Si sales
have accounted for the largest fraction of TF sales.
In our model we assume that x-Si, TF and BOS
all continue to grow. BOS annual growth follows that of
the total PV market - 30%, based on historical behavior.
We vary the TF growth rate between 30-70% per year,
and subtract from x-Si production the amount needed to
keep the total PV growth at 30%. Growth rates for x-Si
do not exceed 30% in our model because this would
almost immediately surpass the 30% limit we have set
for PV growth. We use the same PR, of 80%, for TF and
the BOS as for x-Si, based on available data and
communication with the industry.[1, 3, 9]
The cumulative production predicted for a
certain year can be found using the following
expression, where the time t = 2004 +x, GR = growth
rate, n0yearly= the annual production in the starting year,
in our case the year 2004.
t

nt = n0 +

å ((1 + GR)

x

´ n0 yearly )

(4)

x =1

Based on equations 2 and 4, one can find the
cost reduction and cumulative production for TF

modules, x-Si modules, and the BOS, for scenarios with
different growth rate assumptions. By adding the module
cost to the BOS cost (plus a BOS penalty, see explanation
below) for the case of TF systems and separately for x-Si
systems, the break-even year and break-even cumulative
production is found. One can also use the model to predict
which of the systems (TF or x-Si) will reach break-even
first. The cumulative production at break-even, and the
total cost required to reach the break even point can also
be estimated. The total investment at break-even, Ctotal,
includes the investment required for growth of all
components from all systems: CTF (TF modules), Cx-Si (x-Si
modules), CBOS (BOS), and CBOSpenalty (BOS penalty).

Ctotal = CTF + C x - Si + C BOS + C BOSPenalty

(5)

The additional cost of adding PV capacity instead
of fossil fuel capacity is referred to as the cost gap, and is
found by subtracting from Ctotal the cost of adding the
same amount of fossil fuel capacity, CFF. This assumes
that the cost of adding fossil fuel capacity remains at the
break-even point ($1/Wp) throughout the period under
consideration. The cost gap can also be thought of as the
societal investment required to reach break-even. A lower
cost gap should make PV more attractive to tax-paying
citizens and governments.
(6)

Cost gap = Ctotal - CFF

Modules that have lower efficiencies require
more of the ‘area-related BOS’ (support structures, wires,
and installation costs) to produce the same amount of
electricity. The BOS penalty compensates for this in our
model. TF efficiencies are lower than x-Si; and there is a
~50% variation among the thin-films themselves. These
variations impact total system cost as follows, assuming
the area-related and power-related BOS costs are
approximately equal.

(

æ $ ö
æ $ ö
æ $ ö
÷÷ = Module cos t çç
÷÷ + BOS cos ts x Si çç
÷÷ * 1 + BOS penalty
System cos t çç
è Wp ø
è Wp ø
è Wp ø

)

(7)
where the BOS penalty is defined as:
(8)

æ
ö
ç Efficiency x Si mod ule ÷
BOS penalty = 1 / 2ç
- 1÷
ç Efficiency new mod ule
÷
ç
÷
è
ø

The cost of the BOS penalty at break-even (tb) is:
tb

tb

x =1

x =1

C BOSPenalty = å n yearlyTF ( x) ´ cBOS + Penalty ( x) - å n yearlyTF ( x) ´ cBOS ( x)

(9)

We model large, ground-mounted systems selling
wholesale electricity - these can also be thought of as
utility scale systems. We use a break-even price of $1/Wp,
which has been set as a goal for cost-competitiveness by
the US DOE and other entities.[10] Table 2 shows the
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starting prices assumed for this model. Further
discussion of the origin of these is included
elsewhere.[11]

Tech.

BOS
penalty
(%)

x-Si

0

Module
efficiency
(%)

Module +
BOS costs
($/Wp)

Module
+BOS
with 10%
mark-up
($/Wp)
4.5

12
3.1 + 1.0 = 4.1
9 (ex.
2.85+ 1.15 =
TF
15
4.4
CIS)
4.0
6 (ex. a2.85 + 1.5 =
TF
50
4.8
Si)
4..4
Table 2. Approx. PV system prices for 2004.[1] The system
prices, assuming best practice installations and a 10% mark-up
for the system integrator’s profit, are indicated in bold type.

The results are presented in Table 3. As the
growth rate for TF increases to 40% and greater, the TF
systems reach the break-even point before x-Si systems
and the cost gaps decrease significantly. The cost gaps
decrease on the order of 50-70 billion USD as the TF
growth rate increases from 30% to 70%. Varying the
BOS penalty from 50%-15% yields a decrease in the
cost gap of ~10 billion USD.
LARGE FIELD SYSTEMS (Break even $1/Wp)
Penalty 15%
Growth rate of
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
thin-film (%)
x-Si
First to reach
and
TF
TF
TF
TF
break-even
TF
Break-even year
2022
2020
2018
2017
2016
0.6
Module cost at
(x-Si)
break-even
and
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
(USD/Wp)
0.7
(TF)
Cum. production
29.3
45.9
52.7
72.2
85.1
TF (GW)
Cum. production
496.4
293.5
173.4 133.3 102.4
PV (GW)
Cost gap
153.7
149.4
120.3
90.9
74.9
(billion USD)
Penalty 50%
Growth rate of
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
thin-film (%)
First to reach
x-Si
TF
TF
TF
NA
break-even
Break-even year
2022
2021
2019
2018
NA
Module cost at
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
NA
break-even
(billion USD/Wp)
Cum. production
29.3
64.2
79.0
115.5
NA
TF (GW)
Cum. production
496.4
381.7
225.6 173.4
NA
PV (GW)
Cost gap
156.6
159.9
136.1 102.6
NA
(billion USD)
Table 3. Growth scenarios and cost gaps based for various
growth rates and BOS penalties. NA denotes a growth scenario
is not valid because the TF cumulative production exceeds the
30% cap on PV growth before the break-even point.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS ANALYSIS
A serious limitation of the experience curve
model is the risk of predicting physically impossible, low
costs. We address this by estimating a lower bound for
achievable costs.
The major manufacturing cost components of a
TF module are: capital costs, materials, energy,
maintenance, and labor. The components that are active
participate in the conversion of sunlight to electricity
(semiconductors and contacts), and those that are inactive
protect the module from the environment and connect it to
an outside circuit.
Table 4 presents an estimate of current and
future costs of key components. The cost estimates for
optimized components assumes: technical improvements,
economies-of-scale, and efficient make/buy decisions
(e.g., putting a glass plant on the front of a TF module
manufacturing plant, or making EVA on-site instead of
buying it). Large manufacturing plant volumes (1-3 GWp/yr
or more) and far-future time horizons (10-20 years) are
assumed. Table 5 translates manufacturing costs (in $/m2)
into module costs (in $/Wp), which requires an efficiency
assumption. Estimated costs have been assumed towards
the lower end of the ‘ultimate cost’ ranges in Table 4, and
they have a relatively large error bar.
COMPONENT
Active
Thin-film light
absorber

MAJOR COST ASPECTS
Current
Optimized
Materials ~$2Materials ~$12
2
$50/m ; process
$20/m ; process
2
2
~$7-$40/m ;
~$1-$5/m ,
maintenance ~$4maintenance
2
2
10/m ; energy
~$1/m ; energy
2
2
~$3-$10/m
~$1-$3/m
2

$1-$2/m

2

$1-$2/m

2

$1/m

2

$1-$5/m

Absorber partners

$3-$10/m

Top contact

$3-$10/m

Bottom contact

$3-$10/m

Optional substrate

$2-$15/m

Inactive
Top transparent
barrier

2

$10-$25/m

2

Bottom barrier

$8-$15/m

Connection to
outside circuit

$4-6/m

Edge barrier

$4-6/m

Mounting scheme

$0-$8/m

2
2

2
2

2

$4-$10/m

2

$3-$8/m

2

$2/m

2

$2/m

2

2

2
2

$0-$4/m

2

$27/m 2
$155/m ;
2
average $91/m
2
2
$26/m - $60/m ;
Total Inactive
2
average $43/m
2
$53/m 2
Total
$215/m ;
2
average $134/m
Table 4. Estimates of current and
components.
Total Active
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2

2

$8/m - $39/m
2

2

2

2

module

cost

$11/m - $24/m
$19/m - $65/m
future

a

·

Now
Ultimate
$1.5/Wp @8%
$0.2/Wp @14%
$1.8-$2.5/Wp
$0.2/Wp @16%
(projected) @11%
Thin-film Si
$2-3$/Wp @7%
$0.5/Wp @11%
Table 5. Present and ultimate module cost estimates ($/Wp)
a
This assumes ~25 MWp/yr steady-state production (which
only exists for CdTe and a-Si); for CIS, this is a projection.
CdTe
CIS

We do not study x-Si in detail here, but
component analyses have been performed in previous
studies.[12] Achievable costs of 1 USD/Wp were
estimated for a production level of 500 MWp/yr. Further
cost reductions to 0.8 and 0.9 USD/Wp (for poly and
single crystal cells respectively) may be possible.[12]
Note the gap between TF and x-Si ultimate costs, a
portion of which may be based on differences in
assumptions. Our analysis for thin-films should be
considered optimistic, because we use numbers in the
low range of Table 4, and the high efficiencies predicted
in Table 5. Somewhat less optimistic numbers would
meet our experience curve trajectory as well, as shown
in Table 6.
x-Si

TFs

Lowest experience
curve price

$0.75/Wp

$0.5/Wp

Bottom-up
analysis: Cost

$1/Wp (but with
room for
reductions)

$0.2-$0.5/Wp
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